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The Formentera Council's Office of Culture wishes to announce the arrival, Monday, November
20, of a new show at the municipal exhibition space: Koinonía. The display of photography by
Valladolid native (and Eivissa transplant) 
Isa Sanz
is just one part of the activities programme marking International Day for the Elimination of
Violence against Women. Sanz will be on hand for the show's 8.00pm unveiling, its first iteration
on the island.

  

The 17-portrait series of women in nature finds Sanz using photography as her expressive
vehicle of choice, taking paths previously uncharted as she conveys the emotion and depth of
the feminine world. Sanz brings to her craft the conceptualisation and magic necessary to make
art.

  

As art historian Elvira Rilova quips, “Isa Sanz's Koinonía reflects a close kinship between
artistic creation and underlying philosophical intuition about reality. The photo series explores
feminine strength, calm, our place in nature, colour, blood, water and magic...each one critical
to the construction of the feminine”.

  

The series was shot on Eivissa in June 2010, when, shortly after Sanz's arrival on the island, an
Es Vedrà sunset stole her heart. On Eivissa, a place Sanz feels she is nourished, where
everything is within her grasp, and communion is possible. “Koinonía”.

  

Though armed from the start with a fairly clear vision for the series, several of the portraits are
the product of total improvisation. Sanz set out, with little more than her camera and a few odd
objects in tow, looking for something to interact with. When she found it, she surrendered
herself to the moment. The results were real, a true happening.

  

Koinonía is backed by ILLENC (Institut de la Llengua i la Cultura de les Illes Balears) and will
be on view November 20 to December 2 in the Council's sala d'Exposicions in Sant Francesc.
The exhibition is open Monday to Saturday, mornings from 11.00am to 2.00pm and evenings
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from 6.00pm to 8.00pm.
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